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MIDDLEHOPE SHIELD AND LOW SLITT LEAD MINES AND ORE WORKS:  

Geology and mineralogy 

 

INTRODUCTION 

These sites lie astride the Middlehope Burn and, in addition to features of geological and 

mineralogical interest, include remnants if mine entrances, shafts, small areas of mine waste 

together with a small reservoir and its retaining dam. (Figure 1). 

In view of the geological significance of areas immediately outwith the SAM boundaries, and in the 

light of their relevance to a full understanding the limited areas so designated, comments are 

offered on several of these adjacent features.  

 

 

Figure 1.  

Middlehope Shield and Low Slitt lead mines and ore works 
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OREsome PROJECT: SURVEY HISTORY & PERSONNEL 

 

Geological and mineralogical examinations of the site were undertaken by Brian Young and the 

following volunteers: Emma Moore. 

 

 

PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS  

 

The area of the site was geologically mapped by the Geological Survey at the 1:10 560 (six inch) scale 

between 1875-1877 and published at that scale as County Sheets Durham 22SE, 23SW, SE, 31 NE, 

32NW and NE. An abridged version of this mapping was published at the 1:63 360 (one inch) scale as 

Geological Survey Sheet 25 (Alston) in 1883. The present published British Geological Survey (BGS) 

1:50 000 scale Sheet 25 is derived almost entirely from this original mapping, though with some 

alterations and amendments made by the late K C Dunham resulting from his detailed investigations 

of the area’s mineral deposits during World War II.  There have been no subsequent revisions by 

BGS. 

 

Unlike many areas of Great Britain, the Geological Survey mapping of the Alston Sheet was not 

followed by the publication of an accompanying descriptive sheet memoir.  However, very brief 

comments on the geology and mineralisation of these sites are contained in the Geological Survey 

Memoirs on the iron ores of Durham, east Cumberland etc. (Cantrill et al., 1919)  and the lead and 

zinc deposits of Durham, Yorkshire and Derbyshire (Carruthers and Strahan, 1923). The geology and 

mineralisation of the areas  immediately to the west and east of these sites is discussed by Dunham 

(1952) on the Geological Survey Memoir on fluorspar. 

The most recent and comprehensive account of the geology, mineralisation and mining history at 

these sites is that by Dunham (1990). 

Some of the geological, landscape, ecological and mining features of the Middlehope valley, 

including these sites, is described in guided walk leaflets produced by Durham County Council and 

the North Pennine AONB Partnership. 

A brief report (unpublished), prepared by B. Young in August 2011 for Natural England, describes 

and discusses the mineralogy of the materials remaining in the modest spoil heaps remaining on the 

remnants of the Low Slitt Mine dressing floors (Location 2, below).   

 

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY 

A simplified map of the sites’ geology is shown in Figure 2, which is an extract from BGS 1:50 000 

Sheet 25 (Alston).  The colours and symbols employed on this map are shown on Figure XX of the 

General Information to this suite of reports.  

From Figure 2 it may be seen that the surface geology of the sites includes beds from beneath the 

Four Fathom Limestone up to and including the Great Limestone and some of its immediately 

overlying beds.  General descriptions and observations of these strata, as they relate both to these 

sites and the wider area of the Northern Pennine Orefield studied within this project, are given in 

Section ZZ of the General Introduction to the geology covered by the OREsome Project. Details of 

key features of geological interest on the Middlehope Shield and Low Slitt sites, together with others 

relevant to understanding these sites on adjoining land, are given below. 
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In addition to knowledge of the surface geology, crucial to a full understanding of the mining and 

related features of these sites is an appreciation of the pattern of mineral veins and associated 

deposits formerly worked here.  Whereas these are depicted in a rather generalised fashion on 

Figure 2, a more detailed depiction of these is shown on Figure 3. In addition, the position of the 

major mine entrances, both shafts and adits, is also vital to a true appreciation of the mines and 

their history of working and exploration.  These are depicted on Figure 4. The information shown on 

Figures 3 and 4 are derived mainly from Dunham’s World War II investigations of the area’s mineral 

deposits (see above). 

 

 

Figure 2. 

Middlehope Shield and Low Slitt lead mines and ore works: Solid geology. 

Extract from BGS 1:50 000 scale Sheet 25 (Alston) 
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Figure 3. 

Middlehope Shield and Low Slitt lead mines and ore works: Simplified vein outcrops 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. 

Middlehope Shield and Low Slitt lead mines and ore works: Main mine openings. 

Note that not all known mine openings are shown here. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL GEOLOGICAL AND MINERALOGICAL FEATURES 

 

The positions of features of interest are indicated by numbers on Figure 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. 

Middlehope Shield and Low Slitt lead mines and ore works: Positions of features of geological and/or 

mineralogical interest. 

 

Location 1. 

Bed and banks of Middlehope burn adjacent to old bouseteems 

 

The Middlehope Burn here runs over a series of rapids which mark the outcrop of the sandstone 

known as the Nattrass Gill Hazle (Figure 6).  This is the prominent sandstone that immediately 

underlies the Four Fathom Limestone.  Unlike some of the Lower Carboniferous sandstones of the 

Northern Pennines, the Nattrass Gill Hazle is laterally persistent over a wide area.  Its total thickness 

is recorded at 11.6 m in Slitt Shaft, a few metres upstream from here (see Location 4).  Several 

metres of this rock are exposed both here and in the bank sides for several metres downstream.   
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A notable feature of the sandstone exposed at this location is its inclined bedding.  Whereas well-

marked cross-bedding is clearly apparent in exposures of this rock a few metres downstream from 

here, at this point its dip towards the south to south-easterly dip is increased in part by the effects of 

the roughly E-W trending fault now occupied by the Slitt Vein.  This fault here displaces beds to the 

south several metres. It is very common for beds to exhibit increasing distortion and an increase in 

dip as they are traced towards such significant faults. Indeed, in areas of this sort, such disturbances 

to bedding are often a clear indication of the proximity of a fault of vein: a feature that would have 

been well-known to former lead miners.  

 

 
 

Figure 6. 

The Nattrass Gill Hazle sandstone exposed in Middlehope Burn at Location 1. 

Note the remnants of Slitt Mine bouseteems in the extreme right of the piucture. 

 

 

Location 2. 

The site of the Low Slitt dressing floors 

 

The prominent flat area immediately west of the restored Lowe slitt bouseteems, marks the site of 

the mine’s dresssing floors, though nothing remains of any of the dressing machinery.  This site 

today offers the only opportunity to investigate the mineralogy of the deposits worked at depth 

from the Slitt Shaft (Location 4). 

 

As one of Weardale’s major lead mines, the working of lead ores over many years would have 

entailed raising very substantial amounts of veinstuff to the surface for processing at this spot, 

necessitating the disposal of many tons of mine waste.  The absence of spoil heaps here results from 

the contemporary practice of dumping the waste into the Middlehope Burn whence it would almost 

all be progressively washed downstream, leaving little trace on site. 

 

Meagre amounts of mineralised waste do, however remain on the site of the dressing floors, 

allowing some indication of the composition of the orebodies worked here. The following 

observations on the main minerals present is taken from B. Young’s 2011 report to Natural England: 

 

FLUORITE is perhaps the most conspicuous of the constituent minerals.  Here it is typically seen as 

very pale purple or white fragments in which octahedral cleavage surfaces can usually be detected.  

As at most Weardale mines, the purple tint of the fluorite is most prominent  when seen wet.  
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SIDERITE and/or ANKERITE is also prominent in this spoil and is readily identified by its dark brown 

superficial staining: its cream to pale brown crystalline structure, locally with characteristic curved 

rhombic crystals in small cavities, is apparent only on freshly broken surfaces. 

 

QUARTZ is common, though substantially less abundant than fluorite.  It occurs here mainly as 

anhedral crystalline masses interbanded or intergrown with other vein minerals. More rarely it may 

be seen to exhibit small white to colourless hexagonal pyramidal crystals. 

 

GALENA, the ore mineral worked here, is rather common, both as coarsely crystalline anhedral 

masses, mainly up to around 300 mm across, or as subhedral crystals <2mm across embedded 

within fluorite, siderite/ankerite or quartz. Apart from a dull superficial tarnish, all of the galena here 

is fresh with little or no sign of supergene alteration. 

 

SPHALERITE is comparatively rare, though is present as pale to mid brown anhedral crystals < 1 mm 

across associated with galena and iron sulphide minerals.  Like the galena, the sphalerite is fresh and 

unaffected by any supergene alteration.  

 

CHALCOPYRITE is present in very minor amounts as anhedral masses up to 1 mm across which show 

no evidence of supergene alteration. 

 

MARCASITE, PYRITE and PYRRHOTITE have all been identified from this location.  Most common is 

marcasite which is present as fragments up to 30 mm across. As is typical of Northern Pennine 

marcasite, the mineral here occurs as pale greyish yellow metallic masses with a distinctive foliated 

appearance on fractured surfaces. Pyrite occurs sparingly as small pale brassy yellow masses, 

associated very rarely with anhedral crystals of pyrrhotite up to around 1 mm across.  The distinctive 

bronze tint of the latter mineral, together with its moderately strong magnetic character serve to 

distinguish it from pyrite.   

 

The presence, albeit in small amount, of pyrrhotite is of interest as this mineral appears to be 

characteristic of the deeper zones of major Northern Pennine fluorite-rich orebodies. It is 

unfortunate that so little mineralised material remains at this site as Slitt Mine is known to have 

been worked to a greater depth than many Weardale mines: spoil from it would have been a 

valuable research resource for investigating the mineralogical and chemical characteristics of the 

rarely accessible deeper levels of such veins, with potential for giving greater understanding of the 

nature and origins of these deposits. 

 

As this area now includes alien material, including crushed limestone, introduced during restoration 

of features of archaelological interest during 2011, its value as a research resource for geological and 

mineralogical investigations of the nature and origins of the orefield have been effectively 

destroyed.  Indeed, this location’s only remaining value as a geological feature lies in it being a 

salutary example of how conservation of one area of interest can so easily damage or destroy other 

features of equal or perhaps greater interest in related fields.  If projects such as OREsome are to 

have any lasting purpose or legacy, it is surely essential that future planned conservation initiatives 

must  consult fully with related fields of interest and should never be allowed to destroy those 

interests in the way that has been so carelessly done at this location. 

 

This location is also of significance for its local abundance of a range of metallophyte plants, notably 

Minuartia verna. 
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Location 3. 

Mine buildings 

 

The surviving buildings at Slitt Mine are built from sandstone. The majority of Lower Carboniferous 

sandstones in this area exhibit few sufficiently distinctive features to allow their individual 

provenance to be determined with any confidence.  As many of the local sandstone units would 

have been capable of providing stone suitable for the rubble construction of most of the surviving 

structures , it is almost certain that the major proportion of the stone used would have been sourced 

as close as possible to the site. 

 

However, two surviving structures exhibit the use of sandstones that would have required special 

selection, perhaps from more distant sources. 

 

Construction of the engine mountings on the east bank of the Middlehope Burn, opposite Slitt shaft, 

required a solid base capable of bearing the substantial weight and associated stresses imposed by 

the engines.  The chosen stone is a massive coarse-grained sandstone which has been dressed into 

large rectangular blocks.  As no sandstone of this sort is known within Middlehope Burn, the source 

of this material must lie elsewhere, though it is impossible to suggest the location of the quarry with 

any confidence. 

 

The remarkable flat arch which spans the Middlehope Burn, between Slitt shaft and the engine 

mountings, is formed from voussoirs of roughly dressed blocks of a generally medium-grained 

apparently well-bedded sandstone (Figure 7).  It is possible that such stone might have been 

obtained within the Middlehope valley though, as noted above, it exhibits insufficient distinct 

lithological characteristics to suggest its likely provenance.  It can, however, be confidently claimed 

to have been from a different source from the stone employed in the engine mountings.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. 

The remarkable flat arch over the Middlehope Burn. 

Some of the large blocks of massive coarse-grained sandstone engine mountings are visible in the 

extreme right background. 
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Location 4. 

Slitt Shaft 

 

The shaft of Slitt Mine is now safely capped beneath a concrete raft upon which the seating and 

interpretation panels stand. 

 

Although no obvious geological features are visible here today it is important to appreciate that this 

178 m deep shaft, one of the deepest sinkings in Weardale, provided a particularly fine and 

important stratigraphical section from the shales above the Three Yard Limestone, through the Whin 

Sill, to bottom in beds beneath the Tynebottom Limestone.  Details of the beds cut by the shaft are 

discussed by Dunham (1990). 

 

Although the Whin Sill formed a significant wall rock to the deposits worked, no Whin Sill dolerite 

can be seen in the meagre amounts of spoil remaining on the dressing floors. 

 

 

 

Location 5. 

Old opencast working on Slitt Vein 

 

A wide, and partially overgrown gully on the east side of the burn is the remnant of an old opencast 

working on Slitt Vein.   

 

Solid rock on its northern side forms a conspicuous cliff-like feature above the footpath.  This is an 

exposure of the Nattrass Gill Hazle, the sandstone exposed in the bed and banks of the burn at 

location 1: its lithological and bedding characteristics closely resemble those seen at that location. 

The sandstone here forms the northern wall of the vein on its upthrow, or footwall, side.  Very thin 

coatings of pale purple fluorite, some of which exhibit small cubic crystals, together with a little 

quartz, mark the northern wall of the vein.  A feature of note here is the presence of faint sub-

horizontal grooves on both parts of the mineralised surfaces and some of the sandstone wall-rock.  

These are known as slickensides and result from abrasion of the vein walls and contents as a result 

of lateral displacement of the vein.   

 

 
 

Figure 8. 
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The gully feature marking the outcrop of Slitt Vein.  Nattrass Gill Hazle sandstone forms the northern 

(left) wall of the gully. 

 

As has already been outlined, the veins of this orefield typically occupy normal faults of 

comparatively small throw, in which the main sense of dislocation has been vertical.  Slitt Vein is one 

of a rather small group of mineralised fractures which occupy faults, known by the miners as 

‘Quarter Point veins’ in which vertical displacement was accompanied by significant lateral, or 

transcurrent, displacement.  The sub-horizontal slickensides seen on sandstone surfaces at this 

location may result from this original fault movement, though those slickensides seen on mineralised 

surfaces clearly demonstrate post-mineralisation displacement. It is possible that they record two 

phases of dislocation.  Such sub-horizontal post-mineralisation slickensiding has been observed in 

many, if not most, of the orefields veins, of whatever orientation. 

 

The southern, or footwall wall of the vein is not exposed here: it lies within the steep overgrown 

southern side of the gully. 

 

Although this gully, as seen today, is up to several metres wide, it is impossible to conclude whether 

this reflects the true width of the vein extracted here: no records of its width at this point are 

known.  Dunham (1990) reports maximum vein widths of up to 1.8 m in the underground workings 

of Slitt Mine.  However, where exposed in the spectacular West Rigg opencast workings, 

approximately 500 m to the east of this exposure, Slitt Vein is several metres wide where it is almost 

wholly mineralised with quartz.  Considerable variations in width and mineral content are a feature 

of this vein: fluorspar oreshoots several metres wide were worked from the vein at Cambokeels 

Mine, roughly 2 kms east of Slitt Mine. It is therefore possible that the vein exhibited a significant 

width at surface here within Nattrass Gill Hazle wall-rocks. 

 

The Nattrass Gill Hazle sandstone exposure continues as low crags immediately above the footpath 

for a little over 100 m north of this location. 

 

The outcrop of Slitt Vein may be traced west of the burn as a series of rather ill-defined depressions 

in the hillside, which may also result from opencast working. 

 

 

Location 6. 

Old surface workings for lead and iron ores on east side of Middlehope Burn 

 

Although outwith the strict boundaries of the SAM, the extensive series of partially degraded 

opencast workings and spoil heaps that lie on and adjacent to the outcrop of Slitt Vein within the 

outcrop of the Great Limestone east of the burn, are important in highlighting Slitt Vein’s role as a 

major channel for mineralising fluids in this part of the orefield. Not only did the vein itself carry 

workable quantities of galena, but extensive metasomatic alteration of the Great Limestone brought 

about by reaction of this wall-rock with the mineralising fluids created a series of extensive ‘flat’ 

deposits distinguished by their high content of ankerite and/or siderite.  Post-mineralisation 

supergene alteration of these deposits oxidised these carbonate minerals to form bodies of limonitic 

iron ores composed predominantly of goethite. These belong to the world-wide class of iron ore 

deposits known as ‘Bilbao Type’ from their type location in northern Spain. The extensive opencast 

workings in these deposits, including those at West Rigg, and their associated dark brown goethite-

rich spoil heaps, are a conspicuous legacy of this once important source of iron ores.  
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Location 7. 

West bank of Middlehope Burn 

 

The sandstones and associated mudstones near the base of the Nattrass Gill Hazle exposed here lie 

within the footwall, or upthrow, side of Slitt Vein.  A small anticlinal flexure in these beds is 

conspicuous at water level here, though encroaching vegetation has rendered the exposure less 

obvious in recent years: the feature is most clearly visible during winter months. This minor folding 

results from disturbance of these beds by movement on the fault occupied by Slitt vein. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. 

Small anticlinal flexure in beds near the base of the  Nattrass Gill Hazle sandstone  exposed at water 

level in the west bank of Middlehope Burn. 

 

 

Location 8.  

Low crags on east side of footpath  

 

The low crags on the east side of the footpath are exposures of the Four Fathom Limestone. The 

rock here, as elsewhere across the Northern Pennines, is a thickly bedded medium-grey bioclastic 

limestone in which small, and commonly fragmentary, white crinoid ossicles are locally conspicuous.   

 

This unit was originally named by the lead miners from its typical thickness of four fathoms (4 

fathoms = 6 feet = 7.3m). 

 

On these crags are locally conspicuous coatings of a dull red alga, lichen or fungus. 

 

Mudstones and sandstones beneath the limestone are exposed in the stream bed beneath this 

location though at the time of this investigation slipping of the stream banks rendered safe approach 

impossible. 
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Figure 10. 

The Four Fathom Limestone, exposed on the east side of the public footpath. 

 

 

Location 9. 

Midllehope Shield Mine 

 

Good exposures of the Four Fathom Limestone, which exhibit the same characteristics seen at 

location 8, may be seen within the area of crumbling stone structures at Middlehope Shield Mine. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. 

Small exposures of Four Fathom Limestone at Middlehope Shield Mine.  In the right distance recent 

slope failures in boulder clay on the west bank of the burn are seen. 

 

 

Location 10. 

West banks of Middlehope Burn 

 

The grass-covered western banks of the upper reaches of the burn hereabouts are underlain by a 

mantle of glacially derived boulder clay, or till, which conceals the underlying ‘solid’ rocks.  These 

slopes are characterised by an uneven and locally distinctly hummocky profile in which a number of 
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crude and locally impersistent terrace features are conspicuous (Figures 11 and 12).  At the time of 

this study a number of fresh scars, exposing un-vegetated boulder clay and soil, were prominent in 

several places. These marks of instability are clear evidence of periodic slope failure or land-slipping 

resulting from undercutting by the Middlehope Burn, especially during episodes of flooding or high 

stream flow.  

 

The profile of these boulder clay-mantled western slopes contrasts strikingly with the eastern slopes 

which, being almost entirely free of such deposits, exhibit a characteristic stepped profile reflecting 

the alternation of comparatively resistant limestones and sandstones with weaker and much less 

resistant mudstones and siltstones.  However, though well-marked in the Middlehope Burn, this 

distinction is not immediately apparent when viewed from the public footpath.  This asymmetry of 

valley sides is a common feature of Northern Pennine valleys.  It results from the processes of glacial 

erosion and deposition during the most recent glacial episode to affect the area. At that time, an ice 

cap on the highest Pennine uplands distributed ice in a roughly radial pattern across the area, in 

many places irrespective of the pre-existing valley profiles.  As the ice over-rode existing valleys, 

such as the Middlehope Burn, it deposited boulder clay on the leeward side of the valley whilst 

effectively eroding the opposite side.  Middlehope Burn provides a fine example of the topographic 

asymmetry resulting from these processes. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. 

Recent slope failures in boulder clay on the west bank of Middlehope Burn. 

 

 

 

Location 11. 

White’s Level portal  

 

From this level the Beaumont Company worked lead and iron ores from the Shield Close Vein, the 

Middlehope Cross Vein and other veins related to the Scarsike group of veins extending beneath the 

head of the Middlehope valley and north eastwards towards Rookhope. Details of the workings are 

given by Dunham (1990). 

 

Although little apart from the adit portal remains today to mark these workings, White’s level is of 

interest as the source of some spectacular examples of purple to green fluorite, a particularly fine 

example of which is illustrated by Symes and Young (2008).  It is understood that in recent years a 
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number of mine explorers and mineral collectors have attempted to find the location of these 

specimens underground, though apparently without success. 

 

 
    Credit; Natural History Museum 

Figure 13. 

A magnificent specimen of greenish-purple fluorite collected from workings accessed by White’s 

Level.  The specimen is 23 cm across.  Natural History Museum specimen No. BM 1964, R 1524) 

 

Location 12. 

Dumps from Middlehope Mine  

 

Although outwith the precise boundaries of the SAMs described for this site, the extensive spread of 

dumps at the head of the valley derived from Middlehope Mine are worthy of inclusion for the 

important insights the included spoil provides into the nature and mineralogy of the deposits 

worked here.  Details of the geology, mineralisation and mining history of these former workings are 

given by Dunham (1990). 

 

Suffice it is here to highlight  the abundance of vein and flat material present within these dumps.  

Fluorite and quartz are clearly important gangue minerals, though perhaps most prominent are large 

quantities of siderite and/or ankerite.  Vein and flat orebodies here yielded large tonnages of both 

lead ore (galena) and iron ores (both siderite and goethite derived from supergene oxidation of 

siderite and/or ankerite).  These dumps offer one of the best locations in Weardale at which such 

mixed assemblages of lead and iron ores may be easily studied, albeit in dump material: there are no 

exposures of this mineralisation in situ.  

 

EXISTING CONSERVATION STATUS OF GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 

A substantial part of the valley of the Middlehope Burn is scheduled as an SSSI, though it is 

understood that this designation relates to its important woodland ecology, currently with no 

reference to its geological features.  Whereas none of the currently exposed geological or 

mineralogical features warrant such a high level of protection in their own right, it would be useful 

to see the inter-relationship and impact of these with the ecological interest specifically addressed in 

the existing SSSI notification. 

 

The nearby West Rigg opencast workings on Slitt Vein are currently scheduled as a SSSI and GCR site. 
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OPPORTUNITIES 

This site is ideally suited to incorporate into a variety of interpretation initiatives, ideally to 

demonstrate the close inter-relationship between geology, mineralogy, ecology and mining and 

social history. 

 

Whereas at least two free-standing interpretation leaflets have already been published for the 

Middlehope Burn, it is desirable that some form of these remains in print and available to visitors. 

 

The meagre amounts of mine spoil remaining on the Low Slitt dressing floors could have formed a 

useful resource for study of mineral parageneses in veins of this sort. The contamination of this area 

with introduced material during recent remediation works to mine buildings has effectively 

destroyed this potential and is to be regretted. 

 

 

THREATS 

Apart from the irreparable damage to the Low Slitt dressing floors (see above),  and providing that 

any further such remedial works take full account of geological interests, none of the geological 

features on these sites or in the immediate vicinity can be seen as being under any significant threat. 

 

Whereas stream erosion might threaten the archaeological interest, it is more likely to enhance 

features of geological value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


